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The Relationship Between Pitch Discrimination and
Fundamental Frequency Variation: Effects of Singing Status
and Vocal Hyperfunction
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Summary: Purpose. The purpose of this study was to investigate the relationship between pitch discrimination
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and fundamental frequency (fo) variation in running speech, with consideration of factors such as singing status
and vocal hyperfunction (VH).
Method. Female speakers (18−69 years) with typical voices (26 non-singers; 27 singers) and speakers with VH
(22 non-singers; 30 singers) completed a pitch discrimination task and read the Rainbow Passage. The pitch dis-
crimination task was a two-alternative forced choice procedure, in which participants determined whether tokens
were the same or different. Tokens were a prerecorded sustained /ɑ/ of the participant’s own voice and a pitch-
shifted version of their sustained /ɑ/, such that the difference in fo was adaptively modified. Pitch discrimination
and Rainbow Passage fo variation were calculated for each participant and compared via Pearson’s correlations
for each group.
Results. A significant strong correlation was found between pitch discrimination and fo variation for non-
singers with typical voices. No significant correlations were found for the other three groups, with notable restric-
tions in the ranges of discrimination for both singer-groups and in the range of fo variation values for non-singers
with VH.
Conclusions. Speakers with worse pitch discrimination may increase their fo variation to produce self-salient
intonational changes, which is in contrast to previous findings from articulatory investigations. The erosion of
this relationship in groups with singing training and/or with VH may be explained by the known influence of
musical training on pitch discrimination or the biomechanical changes associated with VH restricting speakers’
abilities to change their fo.
Key words: Pitch perception—fo production—Vocal hyperfunction—Singing status.
INTRODUCTION
Models of speech motor control suggest that targets of
speech production are auditory and that detection of audi-
tory errors is crucial for integration of auditory feedback
into feedforward commands.1 The Directions Into Veloci-
ties of Articulators (DIVA) model of speech production
posits that speakers who can better perceive fine acoustic-
phonetic details will learn target regions that are spaced
further apart.2 This model is built on experimental evidence
that suggests a relationship between speech perception and
production. For example, individuals with better vowel dis-
crimination demonstrate greater contrasts in their vowel
productions.3−6 Other studies have also found evidence
within the articulatory domain of speech supporting a per-
ception/production relationship: individuals with better
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perceptual abilities showed smaller auditory target regions
and greater distinctions in production for various articula-
tory features, including sibilants,7,8 approximants,9 Dutch
obstruent devoicing,10 Illinois English /ɑ-ɔ/,11 and voice
onset time (VOT) for stop consonants.12,13 Despite this
well-established relationship within the articulatory domain,
the perception/production relationship is less well-defined
for voice parameters of speech production, such as pitch.
Thus, several researchers have attempted to apply current
models of speech motor control (based on the evidence from
articulation) to the voice domain.14−20 However, before
models of speech motor control can be appropriately adapted
for clinical voice application, we need more information
about the extent to which they apply to voice, including
defining the relationship between pitch discrimination and
production. Specifically, further targeted research is needed
to establish this relationship between auditory perceptual
abilities via objective measurements of auditory acuity and
acoustic characteristics of voice production.

There is indeed evidence that the control of voice produc-
tion depends on the perception of auditory feedback. When
auditory feedback is unavailable, mature adults demonstrate
a decline in vocal control. For example, individuals with
hearing impairments often exhibit diminished vocal control
during habitual speech, with reduced and/or atypical funda-
mental frequency (fo) variation, increased mean fo, and/or
atypical voice quality.21,22 Another well-studied and long-
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standing body of evidence for a relationship between voice
perception and production is the involuntary increase in
vocal intensity when speaking in noisy environments, known
as the Lombard effect.23 When masking noise attenuates
auditory feedback of speech, individuals produce a robust
increase in the intensity level and fo of the speech signal.24

Finally, numerous experimental studies have used altered
auditory feedback of voice fo (ie, auditory feedback is experi-
mentally manipulated such that the vocal fo of the feedback
is shifted in real-time) to investigate the role of auditory feed-
back on speech production. Researchers have consistently
observed compensatory responses to these perturbations of fo
in speakers with typical voices: individuals shift their fo
in the opposing direction of the manipulated auditory feed-
back.25−27 These findings, in both the pitch and loudness
domains, suggest that individuals’ auditory perceptual abili-
ties play a crucial role in the control of voice.

A limited number of studies have specifically investi-
gated the relationship between the perception and produc-
tion of voice in speakers with typical voices. In a study
conducted by Park et al,28 researchers examined the rela-
tionship between perception and production of breathy
voice quality. They found that individuals with greater
precision in categorizing typical and breathy voices had
typical voices that were less breathy, as compared to indi-
viduals with lower precision. However, individuals did not
show worse discrimination within-category than they did
at category boundaries. This implies that perception of
voice quality may not be influenced by categorical percep-
tion, in which perception of speech sounds is more precise
within-category boundaries and less precise at the category
boundaries.29 Given this difference in the way speakers
perceive articulation and voice quality, it is crucial that the
perception/production relationship for voice is considered
separately from what is known about articulatory percep-
tion and production. Furthermore, since the perception/
production relationship for voice quality and pitch may
not be the same, there is still a need for additional evidence
that is specific to the pitch domain. One recent study inves-
tigated the relationship between pitch discrimination and
acoustic measures of voice in female speakers with and
without musical training.30 No significant relationships
were found between pitch discrimination and various
acoustic measures that included the standard deviation
(SD) of fo during the sustained vowel /ɑ/. However, fo vari-
ation (fo SD) in running speech was not investigated.
Given the prior evidence for a perception/production rela-
tionship in articulatory motor control, it would be worth-
while to investigate pitch discrimination ability and fo
variation within the context of running speech (ie, fo SD at
the sentence level as a prosodic feature of intonation, as
opposed to a local-level pitch control parameter for a sus-
tained vowel). If extant, this relationship is likely to be
affected by common features of speakers that are known
to influence the voice perception and production.

It is well-documented in the music cognition literature
that pitch discrimination ability is influenced by musicality.
That is, individuals with musical training, including singers,
perform better on pitch discrimination tasks as compared to
non-musicians.31−34 Additionally, it has been shown that
musical expertise can improve one’s ability to process
speech35 and to comprehend speech in noise.36,37 In the
study by Yun et al,30 which compared pitch discrimination
ability across musically trained and non-trained groups, the
musically trained group had a significantly higher percent-
age of accurate responses. Further, when the musically
trained group was organized by instrumentalist and vocalist
groups, the vocalist group had a significantly higher per-
centage of accurate responses than the instrumentalist
group. In a recent chapter review, existing literature on sing-
ing was applied to the DIVA model: it was suggested that
singers may have a more refined auditory representation of
vocal signals, particularly for their own voices, as compared
to non-singers.38 Given this known influence of musicality
and singer-status on perception ability, it is important to
consider musicality and singing experience when investigat-
ing the relationship between pitch discrimination and fo
variation.

Another variable that may influence the pitch perception/
production relationship is whether or not the speaker has a
voice disorder. Vocal hyperfunction (VH) is characterized by
“excessive perilaryngeal musculoskeletal activity during pho-
nation”39 and is considered the most commonly diagnosed
type of voice disorder.40 At its core, VH is a disorder of vocal
production, with reports of increased laryngeal tension result-
ing in changes in voice quality, fatigue, and muscular pain.41

These changes in voice production are attributed to laryngeal
biomechanics, and speakers with VH have previously been
found to have reduced fo variation during running speech as
compared to speakers with typical voices.42−44 Based on
these findings, it would be valuable to consider the influence
of this common voice condition on the production variable
of interest, fo variation in running speech, when interpreting
the perception/production relationship.

In summary, a fundamental finding that has informed our
knowledge of speech motor control comes from examina-
tion of articulation: individuals who have better auditory
acuity to different phonemes also create greater distinctions
in their phoneme productions. However, this perception/
production relationship, key to current models of speech
motor control, is less clearly established for voice. Further,
it is unclear how this relationship is impacted by singing
training (known to impact voice perception) and VH
(known to impact voice production). This study aimed to
investigate the relationship between pitch perception (pitch
discrimination) and production (fo variation in running
speech) for individuals with VH and individuals with typical
voices, with and without singing experience. We hypothe-
sized that non-singers with typical voices would show a rela-
tionship between pitch discrimination ability and fo
variation, such that those with better discrimination would
have increased fo variation in running speech. Further, we
hypothesized that this relationship would be weakened for
singers and for individuals with VH secondary to an
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influence of singing experience on pitch discrimination abil-
ity and an influence of VH on fo variation.
METHODS

Participants
One hundred and five female speakers between the ages of
18−69 years (mean (M) = 29.7 years; standard deviation
(SD) = 12.9 years) were included in this study. Of note, a
large subset of these participants’ pitch discrimination was
previously collected and published.45 Participants were
organized into four groups organized by singing status (ie,
singer vs. nonsinger) and presence of VH (ie, individuals
with typical voices vs. individuals with VH), with 26 non-
singers with typical voices (all cisgender; M = 30.5 years,
SD = 13.3 years), 27 singers with typical voices (26 cisgen-
der, one genderqueer; M = 22.9 years, SD = 4.1 years), 22
non-singers with VH (all cisgender; M = 43.8 years,
SD = 14.6 years), and 30 singers with VH (all cisgender;
M = 24.6 years, SD = 7.3 years). Participants were consid-
ered singers if they had at least 5 years of formal training in
vocal performance. All individuals with VH were diagnosed
by a laryngologist based on a comprehensive voice evalua-
tion, which included videolaryngoscopy at either the Boston
Medical Center or the Massachusetts General Hospital
Voice Center. Among the 52 individuals with VH, there
were 31 with a diagnosis consistent with nonphonotrau-
matic VH (eg, muscle tension dysphonia) and 21 with a
diagnosis consistent with phonotraumatic VH (eg, vocal
fold nodules). Individuals with VH completed the patient-
reported Voice-Related Quality of Life (V-RQOL) ques-
tionnaire46 on the day of their experimental session
(range = 10−35; M = 19.3; SD = 6.3). None of the individu-
als with VH had a history of neurological disorders or other
speech, language, and hearing disorders. All individuals
with typical voices reported no history of neurological,
voice, speech, language, or hearing disorders. No partici-
pants reported use of hormone therapy or other medications
that may impact the voice. Voice quality for participants
with VH was rated by a blinded voice-specializing speech-
language pathologist with 7 years of experience. The SLP
used a visual analog scale of overall severity of dysphonia
with anchors modelled after the Consensus Auditory-Per-
ceptual Evaluation of Voice (CAPE-V) assessment
(range = 0.0−25.8; M = 10.3; SD = 10.0).47

Given the influence of hearing loss on auditory processing
and speech perception,48,49 all participants passed a hearing
screening at 25 dB HL from 125 to 4000 Hz50 prior to being
included in this study. All participants were fluent speakers
of American English, and all participants completed written
consent in compliance with the Boston University Institu-
tional Review Board.
Procedure
Participants completed all tasks across one or two sessions
each lasting 2−3 hours, which included the hearing screening,
completion of voice-related surveys, and experimental tasks
as part of a larger study,45 including a pitch discrimination
task and a speech production reading passage task. Data
from the experimental tasks were collected in a sound-attenu-
ated booth. Participants wore an omnidirectional headset
microphone (MX153; Shure, Niles, IL) placed 7 cm from the
corner of their lips at a 45-degree angle.51 The microphone
gain was adjusted with a preamplifier (RME Quadmic II)
and the signal was digitized with a soundcard (MOTUUltra-
lite-mk3 Hybrid or RME Fireface UCX). Prior to the data
collection session, the software and hardware systems were
calibrated using a 2 cc coupler (Type 4946, Bruel and Kjaer
Inc), which was connected to a sound level meter (Type
2250A with a Type 4947 1/2” Pressure Field Microphone,
Bruel and Kjaer). The earphone intensity output was cali-
brated using a 1 kHz tone played from a handheld recorder
(Olympus LS-10 Linear PCM Recorder), which was posi-
tioned 7 cm from the microphone.
Pitch discrimination task
Prior to initiation of the pitch discrimination task, partici-
pants were asked to record a sustained /ɑ/ for 3 seconds. A
steady 500-ms portion from the middle of the vowel was
extracted for use during the task. Participants then com-
pleted a two-alternative forced choice procedure, during
which they listened to two tokens via headphones (either
Etymotic ER-2 insert earphones or Sennheiser HD 280 Pro)
played at a set level of 75 dB SPL and determined whether
they were the “same” or “different.” The tokens included a
reference stimulus (ie, the prerecorded 500-ms sustained /ɑ/
of the participant’s own voice that was previously extracted)
and a fo -shifted version of their sustained /ɑ/, in which the
difference in fo was adaptively modified over trials. Offline
experimental shifts in voice fo were applied to the reference
stimulus to create the fo-shifted tokens. For the majority of
participants (N = 101), experimental shifts in voice fo were
applied using an Eventide Eclipse V4 Harmonizer. Due to
an early technical adjustment in experimental protocol, for
four participants, Audapter software52 was used to create
shifts in voice fo. The order of the two tokens for each trial
was randomized. The initial perturbation applied to the fo-
shifted token was +50 cents, with a 4-cent change in direc-
tion following two correct responses (ie, the difference in fo
decreased by 4 cents) or one incorrect response (ie, the dif-
ference in fo increased by 4 cents). To ensure that partici-
pants were attending to the task, 20% of trials were “catch
trials,” in which the reference stimulus was played twice.
Catch trials were not included in the adaptive logic. All par-
ticipants had a ≥63% accuracy (M = 93% accuracy,
SD = 11% accuracy) on catch trials. The task was complete
once the participant reached either 10 reversals (ie, changes
in direction), which occurred for 92 participants, or 60
adaptive trials, which occurred for the remaining 13 partici-
pants. The average number of reversals was 9.8, and the
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average number of total trials was 47.2. The experiment
lasted 4.3 minutes on average (SD = 0.9).
Acoustic recording of the rainbow passage
Participants were asked to read the first two paragraphs of
the Rainbow Passage53 in their typical speaking voice.
Audio recordings of the passage were recorded using Sonar
Artist (Cakewalk, Boston, MA).
Data analysis
As illustrated in Figure 1, pitch discrimination in semitones
(ST) was calculated for each participant by estimating the
average fo difference value across the last six reversals.54 To
measure fo variation in running speech, the mean fo and fo
SD (both in Hz) from recordings of the Rainbow Passage
were estimated using Praat.55 The fo settings were manually
adjusted by a trained technician (K.P.V.) to optimize track-
ing for each participant. This trained technician reanalyzed
15% of the sample several months after the initial analysis,
and intra-rater reliability of fo SDs was calculated (r = 0.98)
with a Pearson product-moment correlation. A second
trained technician (A.S.A.) independently manually
adjusted pitch settings and calculated mean fo and fo SD in
Praat for 15% of the total dataset, and inter-rater reliability
FIGURE 1. Example experimental run of the pitch discrimina-
tion task for one participant. Data points represent the fo differ-
ence between tokens (ST) that was adaptively modified as trials
progressed. The fo difference decreased following two correct
responses or increased following one incorrect response. The dot-
ted orange line indicates the estimated pitch discrimination in
semitones (ST), as estimated by the average fo difference between
tokens across the last six reversals.
(r = 0.99) was calculated. Given the logarithmic relationship
between fo in Hz and pitch perception, the fo SD was nor-
malized to the mean fo (ST) of each participant using Equa-
tion 1. This allows for comparisons across individuals with
varied values of fo (Hz).

ST ¼ 12 � log2

fo Hzð Þ þ fo SD Hzð Þ
f o Hzð Þ ð1Þ
Statistical analysis
Statistical analyses were conducted in RStudio.56 A Pearson
product-moment correlation between pitch discrimination
(ST) and fo SD (ST) was calculated for each group. Signifi-
cance was set a priori to P < 0.05. Effect sizes were inter-
preted for statistically significant correlations, such that
correlation coefficients of r > 0.10−29 were classified as
weak, r > 0.30−0.49 were classified as moderate, and r >
0.50 were classified as strong.57
RESULTS
Summary statistics, including quartiles and medians, for
both pitch discrimination and fo variation (fo SD) are pre-
sented by group in Table 1. As illustrated by the median val-
ues for pitch discrimination in Table 1, the singer groups
had the best pitch discrimination (ie, smallest estimated fo
difference that they could perceive), followed by the non-
singers with typical voices. The non-singers with VH had
the worst pitch discrimination as compared to the other
three groups. As for the median fo SD values, the singer
groups had greater fo SD as compared to non-singers, and
the non-singers with VH had the lowest fo SD as compared
to the other three groups. A statistically significant, strong
relationship between pitch discrimination and fo SD was
observed for non-singers with typical voices (r = 0.53). Of
note, this correlation coefficient was on the cusp between
moderate and strong, based on the interpretation of effect
size as outlined by Cohen & Ebl. There were no statistically
significant relationships observed for singers with typical
voices, singers with VH, or non-singers with VH. Statistical
results are presented in Table 2. Figure 2 shows scatterplots
of pitch discrimination and fo SD for all four groups.
DISCUSSION
We hypothesized that non-singers with typical voices would
show a relationship between pitch discrimination ability
and fo variation, such that those with better discrimination
would have increased fo variation in running speech. This
hypothesis was based on findings that support a perception
and production relationship in the articulatory domain, in
which better articulatory discrimination was associated with
increased produced articulatory contrasts.3,7−13 Instead, the
current study found a significant strong correlation between
pitch discrimination and fo variation for non-singers with
typical voices, in which worse pitch discrimination was asso-
ciated with increased produced fo variation. This finding is



TABLE 1.
Summary Statistics, Including Lower Quartile (Q1), Median, and Upper quartile (Q3), for Pitch Discrimination in Semi-
tones (ST) and Fundamental Frequency (fo) Variation (Standard Deviation [SD] in ST) for all 105 Participants Separated by
Group Based on Singing- and Voice Disorder-status

Group N Pitch Discrimination (ST) fo Variation (fo SD in ST)

Q1 Median Q3 Q1 Median Q3

Non-singers with typical voices 26 0.26 0.38 0.54 1.83 2.13 2.46

Singers with typical voices 27 0.17 0.25 0.30 2.11 2.37 2.64

Non-singers with vocal hyperfunction 22 0.34 0.62 0.89 1.38 1.7 2.05

Singers with vocal hyperfunction 30 0.20 0.27 0.39 1.76 2.34 2.62
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opposite our a priori hypothesis, that better pitch discrimi-
nation would be associated with increased produced fo vari-
ation. One interpretation of this relationship is that
individuals with worse discrimination have greater difficulty
discriminating between fo changes in their own voice. There-
fore, to produce self-salient intonational changes, they must
increase their fo variation.

The DIVA model is based on experimental work that
supports the notion that speech production depends upon
auditory perception, and that targets for speech and voice
are both auditory and categorical.1,2 There have been sev-
eral attempts to apply the DIVA model and similar models
of speech motor control for the benefit of populations with
voice disorders. This includes a publication of recommenda-
tions for emphasizing the processes of auditory-vocal inte-
gration in assessment and treatment of voice disorders.14

Therapy programs, such as Lee Silverman Voice Treatment
(LSVT Loud), have been suggested to improve auditory-
vocal integration of vocal pitch production in individuals
with Parkinson’s Disease,16 and research on commercially
available clinical devices that alter auditory feedback, such
as Forbrain15 with the intention of enhancing auditory-
motor processing and integration. However, based on the
preliminary finding from this study, there is a reason to con-
sider future investigations of pitch perception/production
relationships separately from interpretations surrounding
the articulatory domain. Unlike articulation, which has
been shown to be influenced by categorical perception,29,58
TABLE 2.
Pearson Correlations (r) for Pitch Discrimination in Semi-
tones (ST) and Fundamental Frequency Standard Devia-
tion (ST) for all four Groups

Group N r P

Non-singers with typical voices 26 0.53 0.006*
Singers with typical voices 27 0.15 0.458

Non-singers with vocal

hyperfunction

22 0.09 0.675

Singers with vocal hyperfunction 30 0.31 0.095

* Statistically Significant Correlation at P < 0.05.
perception of pitch may be continuous within a musical con-
text for non-musicians.59,60 This is contrasted by the cate-
gorical perception of pitch observed for trained musicians in
the Western music tradition.59,61−63 Continuous perception
of pitch has also been shown within a context of tonal lan-
guage categories for non-native speakers, as compared to
native-speakers of tonal languages.64−67 Given this evidence
that suggests that perceptual mechanisms for articulation
and pitch are inherently different from one another, to bet-
ter model fo control for speech production, more research is
needed to clarify the nuances of pitch perception and factors
that may influence it. One prior study provided evidence for
a perception/production relationship for breathy voice qual-
ity, in which individuals with better perceptual precision in
differentiating between typical and breathy voices produced
their own voices with less breathiness.28 However, despite
this relationship, individuals did not show worse discrimina-
tion within-category than they did at category boundaries, a
finding that is integral to the distinction between categorical
and continuous perception and observed in the articulatory
literature.29,58 This finding suggests that voice quality may
not be perceived categorically, but is instead continuously.
It is possible that perceptual mechanisms within the voice
domain, including both voice quality and pitch are compa-
rable to one another. Because the mechanisms of perception
of articulation may differ significantly from both voice qual-
ity and pitch perception, the present study finding offers pre-
liminary evidence that is required for the appropriate and
independent modeling of fo control in speech production.
This study provides novel information regarding percep-
tion/production relationships within the voice domain (ie,
pitch) that is crucial for our overall understanding and suc-
cessful application of concepts to enhance motor learning in
the voice clinics. Future research is needed so that we can
appropriately identify specific targets for voice application.

We hypothesized that the pitch perception/production
relationship would be weakened for singers due to an influ-
ence of singing experience on pitch discrimination ability,
and weakened for individuals with VH, due to an influence
of VH on fo variation. As expected, there were no significant
correlations for singers with typical voices, singers with VH,
and non-singers with VH. As shown in the distributions in
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Table 1, there was a notable restriction in the range of pitch
discrimination for singers with typical voices (range, 0.10
−0.54 ST) and singers with VH (range, 0.03−0.60 ST), as
compared to non-singers with typical voices (range, 0.14
−0.88 ST). Also, there was a notable restriction in the range
of fo SD values for non-singers with VH (range: 1.03
−2.74 ST) as compared to non-singers with typical voices
(range, 1.12−3.56 ST).

It is possible that the correlation found in the non-singers
with typical voices was eroded by the known influence of
musicality on pitch discrimination in the singers with typical
voices and singers with VH groups, demonstrated by their
restricted range of pitch discrimination. The lack of rela-
tionships for both singer groups supports the second study
hypothesis, and aligns with prior research that shows that
trained musicians perform better on pitch discrimination
tasks, as compared to non-musicians.31 Of note, there are
also normative data to suggest that the fo production vari-
able may also be influenced by singing status. That is, sing-
ers may have a higher fo and greater fo SD in running
speech as compared to non-singers,68−70 which contributes
to the complexity of interpreting a pitch perception/produc-
tion relationship in a group of singers. Additionally, The
Linked Dual Representation model of vocal perception and
production71 interprets conflicting literature on the relation-
ship between vocal perception and production in the context
of singing abilities. The authors state that prior research
points to evidence of a link between perception and produc-
tion for singing. However, there is additional growing evi-
dence for a dissociation between vocal perception and
production, including for individuals with tone deafness (ie,
congenital amusia) and those with extensive singing train-
ing. When interpreting the findings of the current study, this
model may help to interpret why there was a correlation
between perception and production for non-singers, but not
for the other groups in this study. This model strengthens
the importance of considering factors, such as singing-sta-
tus, that may increase instances in which an individuals’
production abilities outstrip their perception abilities, or
vice versa.

In addition to the influence of singing status on the
relationship between pitch discrimination and fo varia-
tion, we also hypothesized that the relationship would be
weakened for individuals with VH. This hypothesis was
based on the voice changes associated with VH that
would restrict speakers’ abilities to vary their fo. This
was consistent with the results from this study, with no
relationship found for non-singers with VH, and a
restricted range of fo SD values. This interpretation
aligns with prior work that considers altered laryngeal
biomechanics during phonation as a precipitating factor
for development of VH.41 It is also supported by ambu-
latory voice monitoring data that shows decreased fo
variation as an acoustic feature that distinguishes a
group of individuals with VH from individuals with typi-
cal voices.42 Of note, according to the framework devel-
oped by Hillman and colleagues’, the etiology of VH is
heterogeneous, and includes factors attributed to person-
ality, sensorimotor deficits and anatomical/physiological
vulnerability. In fact, there is even preliminary evidence
for increased prevalence of undiagnosed hearing
impairment in individuals with VH,72 and a recent study
by Abur et al45 found poorer pitch discrimination tasks
in individuals with VH as compared to controls with
typical voices, which includes a subsection of the data
from the current study. Given this added complexity, it
may be important in future studies to consider not
only the impact of VH on fo production, but also on
perception.

This research investigated sentence-level fo production
for connected speech, rather than a sustained vowel pro-
duction, to capture individual fo variation. This is crucial,
given that fo variation of a sustained vowel production is
not included in gold-standard acoustic evaluation proto-
cols,51 and it does not allow us to generalize findings to
communicative speech production. Instead, sentence-level
fo variation allows for valuable ecologically valid intona-
tional information to be measured from the speech sample.
However, a limitation of this study and its connections to
models of speech motor control is the comparison of a
local variable of pitch discrimination at the phoneme-level
with a global variable of fo variation at the sentence-level.
Additionally, speech production was measured for a stan-
dard reading passage, rather than for spontaneous speech.
This method allowed for consistent, structured comparison
across participants and groups without introducing phone-
mic, linguistic, or prosodic variability into the stimuli, and
is supported by published acoustic evaluation recommen-
dations.51 However, the fo variation values should be inter-
preted and applied to conversational speech with caution,
given that mean fo and/or fo variation during speech pro-
duction of a reading passage may vary from measures of fo
for spontaneous speech.73,74 Another limitation of this
study is that the singer groups were, on average, younger
than the non-singer groups. Future research should control
for age-related changes to perception and production of
pitch, by comparing more closely age-matched singer and
non-singer groups.

In this study, we did not collect data on the specifics of
singers’musical training. Given the known musical differen-
ces in the thresholds of pitch intervals between Western and
Eastern trained musicians,63 future work could investigate
the relationship between pitch discrimination and fo varia-
tion in musicians who may be trained outside of the Western
musical tradition, as these individuals are often trained to
perceive and produce pitch intervals smaller than the typical
Western musical threshold of one semitone. Additionally,
future work should include a perceptual task that measures
perception at the sentence-level, to better match the fo pro-
duction variable, which is designed as a measure of
intonation. Related studies have investigated the normative
fo difference required to perceive linguistic emphasis75 and
explored the mechanisms surrounding perception of intona-
tion for English.76−78 However, further research is needed



FIGURE 2. Scatter plots of participant values of fundamental frequency (fo) standard deviation (SD) in semitones (ST) and pitch discrimi-
nation in ST for (A) Non-singers with typical voices, (B) Singers with typical voices, (C) Non-singers with vocal hyperfunction (VH), and
(D) Singers with VH. A line of best fit is shown for the statistically significant correlation. Data from non-singers are presented in circles and
singers are presented in triangles. Data from individuals with typical voices are presented in dark blue, and individuals with VH are pre-
sented in light pink.
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to determine whether there are individual and/or group dif-
ferences for perception of intonation, and a corresponding
relationship with production.
CONCLUSIONS
The present study investigated the relationship between pitch
perception and production in individuals with typical voices,
and in individuals with singing experience and/or a diagnosis
of VH. Results for non-singers with typical voices indicate
that those with worse pitch discrimination abilities produce
greater intonational changes, as measured by fo variation,
during paragraph-level connected speech. This is not consis-
tent with previous articulatory work, which has shown that
individuals with better articulatory discrimination abilities
produce greater articulatory contrasts.3−13 There were no sig-
nificant correlations between pitch discrimination and fo vari-
ation for singers or for individuals with VH. Thus, this study
provides preliminary evidence for a perception/production
relationship for voice in non-singers with typical voices and
demonstrates that variables such as singing status and voice
disorder may impact that relationship. These findings suggest
that future research is needed before models of speech motor
control based on articulation are directly applied to the voice
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domain. Future research should further investigate the rela-
tionship between perception and production for fo control,
with specific attention to individual and/or group differences
for perception and production at the sentence-level.
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